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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i3-3240 or above / or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8192 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 Ti or above / or AMD equivalent

Storage: 38 MB available space
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I loved the first one, and this new version is just as good. New map ideas, obstacles, and fun. Still a casual type game that can be
challenging. I do prefered the lives mode in the old one Vs. the new stage completion timer mode though, but it's a good
mechanic for racing your friends.. The game is alright.. I enjoyed the first halo but this one just felt like the exact samething.
Nothing was new except new aliens and 3 new guns but it just felt boring. Missions can be beatin within 10mins or less. Does
have some difficult.

Pros
Great graphics
sound
video is amazing
Smooth control system
new weapons and aliens
mission design

Cons
Models and weapons not many
Game is too short
No co-op or online. Well I will keep this short. I bought it because it reminded my of the Atari ST/Comodore Amiga game
called laser squad. Overall I liked the game, there are a number of tactical options and the AI isnt bad. I played through all of the
scenarios in a few hours so my only complaint is that it is a bit short. I think it might shine when playing against another
player.----Buy it on sale.. I bought this game when it was on sale, It was interesting to play and it does remind me of the old
resident evil games with the fixed point of view. I know its in early access, I'm hoping for more to be added.

The controls are very sensitive and it makes it a little hard to play. Its best to use the keyboard and mouse instead of the
controller. I got further with the PC controls than I did with the console controls.

I like the old style of the game, so I'm not complaining.. It's simple but there's something about it that just makes you want to
keep going. The controls are best described I think as Ragdoll \/ Anti Gravity. the keys I find best are the arrow keys, left and
right do as they say but up and down are reverse, up being descend and down being ascend. Your momentum is a key factor. It
is all a bit random but once you have the keys down you do feel like you're doing something but not entirely sure how.
There is however some satisfaction each time you strike a blow to your opponents and even more satisfying when you have
several opponents to strike and pull off a change in direction at just the right moment.... ahh yes.. Wonderful, addictive game
with a well-considered design and delightful look.. This game is truly the next best thing next to Hitman: Blood Money. A
stealth that takes it to another level. It is dastardly hard for me to get past it on easy. The difficulty level is my only concern. The
graphics looks good, but not phenomonal. Tons of features includes driving, shooting, changing clothes, picking up bodies, etc.
Worth the money!. the game mechanics are so stupid.. it feels more like mxgp1-3 now and it sucks. go back to the old way
where it actually felt realistic and fun. now i just want to kill myself because of the stupid ways you can fall off your bike now.
i really dont know how you can take a amazing game and come up with a sequal that sucks his bad. im sorry but i might jus stick
to the first game. This is a fun game. Quite challenging at the beginning, but gameplay will "level" the battleground by bringing
the "Omega" players back to the initial stage.

CONS:
- The servers are dead. I hope that with more people buying this game, it will start to get more alive.
- The maps are all nearly the same.. uh
yes
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good one. but too short :). Its a good game but it gets boring after a while because I feel like I am doing the same thing over and
over again. If you're looking for a reason to dislike this game then you came to the wrong place. I just found it boring and dry.
Combat takes forever, characters talk for eons, (I personally don't like Visual novel format), easy to find the traitor so there is
no tension. I mean it's not the worst thing in the world. Just not something I want to spend my time on personally. Therefore, I
do not recommend this game.. I really love this game, which is something that is rare for me to say. I'm going to explain what
the best parts are about this game right now!

First of all, when you play the game the quality is set to the best one which games don't really do. If you click outside the
window in windowed mode then the game will actually pause which I think is a really nice feature to have. It loads quickly (even
quicker than modern console and PC games do) and has a nice main menu. The process of getting from the menu to the game is
really quick because you are already at the place the game starts at. The animals are easy to kill so you don't have to worry about
them that much. The graphics are perfect for the sort of game and the cartoon like physics just make it even better. The controls
can be hard to master at first but soon you will be a true lion going around and eating people. One of the most funniest moments
is when people sometimes glitch out and their model stretches everywhere which has now been fixed :(

The hunger makes you think about whether you should go somewhere isolated or not without upgrades. The game play is so
great and everyone should play it. Let me reword that: PLAY IT RIGHT NOW!!!!!

(Also why do people not like a review that is positive?)

As a note: I will not change this review just because a lot of people hate this game. I like it so there is no point to get me to
change anything.. First card game I managed to win at. It was quite easy to learn basics here.

Only one stage available yet in scenario mode and no multiplayer by Jan 2016.. I need an uber to get me out of this kaka game!
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